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DESCRIPTION 
 One of the basic ideas of several reseach groups in the 
world and also of our group, is that next generation human-
computer interfaces will have enhanced multimedia and 
multimodal interpretation, so the effective bandwitdh of 
information tranmission from humans to computers will 
significantly increase (see for example, Being Digital, N. 
Negroponte).  In this context, the work of  our group since 
1994 has been oriented to develop computer systems that 
show that image analysis of the user can be used to  interact 
in nonconventional ways. For instance, by moving a cursor 
with eye or hand movements to activate GUIs. 

 

Our present work is oriented towards face image analysis 
for person identification and also for interaction through 
emotions as an aid in intelligent tutoring systems. Also in a 
more broad context, we are interested in human-computer 
interaction mediated through images: biometry, gesture 
recognition, behaviour recognition, search of images in 
digital libraries through visual cues, etc.  

 

Below we present some background information that we 
feel is relevant to participate in the Development 
Consortium in HCI, in Latin America.  
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